
ATTACHMENT A: 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 

231 N. Hill Avenue 
(DHP2022-00080) 

MAJOR CHANGES TO AN APPROVED PROJECT 
 
 
The applicant or successor in interest shall meet the following conditions and shall consider the 
subsequent recommendations to be further reviewed during Building Plan Check: 
  
Conditions: 
 
Design and Historic Preservation (DHP): 
 
1. Large scale details and/or product specifications for all site amenities and landscape 

features shall be included in the plans submitted for Final Design Review. 

 

2. The project shall comply with all previously-issued conditions of approval from other 
departments, to the satisfaction of said departments.  

 
3. The project features and actions indicated on the plans demonstrating consistency with the 

City of Pasadena Climate Action Plan shall be clearly incorporated into and shown on the 
plans submitted for Building Plan Check as a separate exhibit. 

 
4. The return of the stucco elements near the decorative lintels shall be restudied, and a more 

substantial decorative lintel detail shall be consistently applied in the plans submitted for 
building plan check, clearly depicting that the proposed fiber cement lintel stands proud from 
the adjacent wall surface.   

 
5. An additional decorative detail, such as the curved stucco profile or the heavy timber 

pergola shall be incorporated at the open patio serving unit 401 of the west building.  
 
6. The architectural reveals/screeds shall clearly be depicted on the elevation drawings and in 

the details of the plans and reviewed by staff for further review to ensure consistency with 
the overall design.   

 
7. All metalwork, including perforated panels, light fixtures, flashing, etc. shall be a consistent 

color, independent of manufacturers’ color names.   
 
8. Provide a detail of the through the wall mechanical vent covers to ensure a high-quality, 

integrated installation (i.e., no exposed flashing). 
 
9. Provide details of overflow drainage for the balconies to ensure that scuppers are either 

avoided (preferred) or, if required, carefully integrated into the design of the building and are 
high quality. 

 
10. The project shall comply with the Model Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance and any 

changes to the proposed landscape design that may be required shall be reviewed and 
approved by staff prior to issuance of a building permit. 
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11. A copy of this decision letter, including written responses to each condition indicating how 
and where they are addressed, shall be included in the plans submitted for building permit 
plan check. 

 
12. The lighting temperature specified on the final plans shall not rise above 3,000 kelvin for all 

proposed exterior fixtures.  Replacement lighting elements should be regulated by 
maintenance staff in the future. 

 
13. An 8’ x 8’ minimum mock-up panel of the building finishes shall be provided and reviewed by 

staff prior to construction and installation. 
 
14. Prior to issuance of a building permit, submit to staff written confirmation from utility 

providers (Pasadena Water & Power, Fire Department and The Gas Company) that the 
utility equipment shown on the plans are sufficient to meet the demands of the project and 
that the locations shown in the plans are approved. 

 
15. This project will be subject to 50%, 75%, and 100% inspection points and sign-off by staff of 

the Design & Historic Preservation section to ensure that the project is constructed as 
indicated and specified in the decision letter and that all work is performed consistent with 
the approved plans. 

 
Current Planning Section: 
 
16. The project, at the time of plan check submittal, show compliance with the inclusionary 

Housing Requirements and density bonus provisions. 

 

17. The project, at the time of plan check submittal, shall provide a parking table delineating 

how parking complies with the Zoning Code.  
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Hill-Holliston SRO 
Proposed New Development 
231 N Hill Ave. 

SUMMARY OF CHANGES 

General Description: The maximum square footage of a Single Room Occupancy unit was 220 SF when the project was designed, 
however during the Entitlement process the maximum size increased to 375 SF.  For units that are so small, this is a substantial 
difference that would yield much more effective unit layouts.  The decision was made to redesign the plans of the project while keeping 
the City-approved massing, character, and elevations as intact as possible.   

The previous design included large private balconies for each unit, and the proposed new design reduces or removes many of those 
spaces.  The project is seeking an FAR increase as its affordable housing incentive, which justifies the means for exceeding the 
maximum required FAR.   

In conjunction with the Unit redesign to gain square footage (Redesign Item #1), a parallel effort was made to get the project in more 
financially feasible position.  Changes are enumerated as follows: 

#2:  The project was redesigned to Type V construction instead of Type III construction, which results in a layer of GWB able 
to be removed from each side of exterior walls, demising walls, and hallway walls.   

#3:  The energy package was reevaluated and it was determined that rigid insulation could be removed from the exterior walls, 
further saving costs but still passing State energy requirements.   

#4:  Walls that were originally jogged were aligned, saving framing costs.   
#5:  Some units were not stacked and by stacking them framing and plumbing grew more efficient.   
#6:  Some fenestration needed to be revised to accommodate required egress sizes as a result of the switch from Type III to 

Type V construction. 
#7:  The effectiveness of decorative metal screens were reevaluated and subsequently removed on the North façade of the 

West Building.   

Please see subsequent sheets for graphic samples of the changes described above. 
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Redesign Item #1:  Increase Project Square Footage 
Sample 3rd Floor Plan 

Redesign Item #1:  Increase Unit Square Footage 
Sample Unit Shown 

Redesign Items #2 & #3:  Remove GWB layer & Rigid Insulation 
Sample Detail Shown 
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Redesign Item #5:  Stacking Units 
Sample Plan of East Side, East Building Shown 

Sample East Elevation of East Building Shown 

Redesign Item #6:  Updating Fenestration to Meet Egress Sizes: 
Sample Enlarged East Elevation of East Building Shown 
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Redesign Item #7:  Decorative Screen Reduction 
Sample North Elevation of West Building Shown 
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Hill-Holliston SRO 
Proposed New Development 
231 N Hill Ave. 

DESIGN NARRATIVE 

General Description: This project is located on a portion of the abandoned Santa Fe Railway right of way between N Hill Ave. & N 
Holliston Ave. on the East and West, and between and Walnut and Locust Streets on the North and South. The site is comprised of two 
lots, one facing Hill Ave, the other facing Holliston Ave. The Hill Ave. lot is entirely within the CG zoning district. The Holliston lot is split 
evenly between the CG zone and the RM32 zone, which extends North into the surrounding neighborhood. The ZA has determined that 
CG development standards shall apply to the entire site. 

The Developer proposes a 57-unit Single Room Occupancy project, with 21 on-site affordable units, consisting of three floors above a 
podium parking level. The project includes an on-site caretaker’s residence, and generous indoor & outdoor amenity spaces. 

1. Relationship to Neighbors
Hill Ave. Frontage: Properties in the vicinity of the site are developed with older single-story commercial and industrial
buildings that are inconsistent with current design guidelines with blank street walls, side entries, and surface parking lots
abutting street frontages. Although single-story, these buildings are quite tall; 16-18 ft. The design team contends that future
development in this area will not follow the existing development patterns, and that this section of Hill Ave. should be
considered transitional, and it should be expected that new development will be substantially more intense than represented
by existing buildings

The Holliston Ave. frontage characterizes the zone boundary description above. South of the site are open parking lots which
exist behind auto-related service & retail establishments fronting Walnut St. Directly West and across the street, a newer
single-story building displays a blank façade to the street and does not represent any worthy contextual consideration. The
RM-32 neighborhood North of the CG zone boundary is populated by a mix of older single and multi-residential developments.
Due to the age and condition of these properties, the design team suggests that this is also a neighborhood in transition. Older
apartment buildings are typically 2 story ‘6-pack’ types. New RM-32 developments will be required to meet current zoning
standards, which allow 2-3 story development. In response to concerns voiced by the immediate neighbors to the North, The
West building has been redesigned to set the upper floor back significantly beyond the required encroachment plane.
Additionally, screening landscaping has been added to ensure privacy for this property.

a. Massing & Setbacks: The Easterly lot (Hill frontage) is bounded by zero-setback retail/ industrial buildings. The
proposed project includes a single-level podium which will be built to these property lines. The structure above the
podium is set back between 5.5ft – 8.5ft on the North and between 7ft - 18ft on the South, allowing for public and
private circulation at the podium level, and access to SRO units and amenity / garden spaces. Many voids are
proposed in the side elevations, allowing relief from the length of the side yard facades and visual penetration into the
project’s upper levels.
The Westerly lot abuts the parking lots behind Walnut-facing service/ retail establishments on the South. To the
North, a required 15 ft setback and encroachment plane will provide adequate separation between the project and
existing adjacent residential uses.

b. Height: The site falls approximately 6 ft from West to East. Allowed building height in the CG zone is 45 ft, and the
building is proposed at this height, as measured from the low side of the site. At the Holliston frontage however, the
Building height is just under 40 ft. This height is midway between the allowed 45 ft height of future development in the
CG zone on Walnut and  South of the site are allowed 45 ft, and the 32 ft allowed in the RM-32 district to the North of
the site. In response to concerns voiced by the immediate neighbors to the North, The West building has been
redesigned to set the upper floor back significantly beyond the required encroachment plane. Additionally, screening
landscaping has been added to ensure privacy for this property.

c. Scale: The development proposes a building that averages 3.5-4 stories. Given the transitional nature of the area, it
is fair to assume that over time neighboring properties will be developed to their full capacities to match both the
proposed development and the surround context mentioned.

d. Materiality: Context buildings are not representative of current city requirements for new development. The project
proposes a rich blend of metals, masonry, and plaster.

e. Open Space & Landscape: Other than the required setback (min & max), all project open space is proposed at the
podium level. Several types of open spaces, including recreation and exercise rooms, a pool, and garden spaces will
provide a diversity of choices for occupants.
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f. Solar Orientation: Larger glazed areas will be located deep within private outdoor terrace spaces, limiting heat gain 
and maximizing interior light sources. 

g. Topography: The site falls gently from West to East. 
 
 

2. Adjacent Zone Considerations 
See discussion above.   

 
3 & 4.  Building Style & Design Concept:  

The style of the proposed building is intended to speak to the contemporary mindset of nearby student populations at 
PCC and CalTech. Building forms and rhythms are reflective of their functions. An abstract massing geometry is 
combined with careful material transitions that blend the building with the commercial vision for the CG zoning district, 
while also providing a transition between the CG and RM development patterns. 

 
5. Materials & Finishes:  

The palette of exterior finish materials includes durable materials. Street-facing facades will receive a mix of masonry and 
stone veneers, prefinished metal composites, and plaster. 

 
6. Pasadena Features:  

Strategic setbacks, materials, contextual building style help this proposed design fit into Pasadena’s architectural legacy.  
Ample open space, multiple gardens, upper terraces and covered loggias. 

 
7. Historic Resource Relationship:  

Not Applicable to this project. 
 

8. Green Measures:  
The proposed project will comply with all current Green Building Code requirements. 
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